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“A Delightful Quarantine” is presented by special arrangement with Samuel French, Inc., a
Concord Theatricals Company.
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Welcome to Reston Community Players' 55th Season!  After being dark since
March 2020 due to the COVID 19 pandemic, we cannot overemphasize how
grateful we are to be back on the stage in person with all of you.  Some
things may look a little different from our pre-COVID seasons, but one thing
remains the same: our commitment to bringing high-quality theatrical
experiences to the Reston community remains steadfast. 

This year we are excited to present two captivating productions, each with
its own unique way of storytelling: a heartwarming tale of love and
redemption set against the backdrop of the American South in the 1920s
and ‘40s propelled by a rousing bluegrass score and a timely and hilarious
comedy about a town thrust into a sudden and unexpected quarantine. 

In addition, we are thrilled to debut our Apprentice Program in our fall
performance slot.  This unique program combines RCP’s high-quality
theatrical productions with a focus on student education that engages local
youth in community theatre and provides them with hands-on experience
and training. 

Trust me, you are in for some of the best that RCP has to offer. Thank you for
returning to our audiences as well as for your continued support. If you have
a moment, please let us know how we are doing; what we are doing well, and
what we could do to improve your experience. Although we have shifted our
print showbills to a digital format, we welcome you to peruse them online
and contact us using our online feedback form. 

While on our website, you can also join our mailing list, email newsletter,
and get involved by volunteering! 

Finally, I want to thank our many volunteers who put their time and energy
into making every RCP show a delightful experience. Making the great art
this theater company is known for would be impossible without the hard
work, dedication, and talent of our actors, musicians, production staff,
designers, builders, crew and our board of directors as well as the
unwavering support of our audiences and donors. I also want to thank the
Reston Community Center for our continued collaboration. Cheers to the
return of live theatre!

Kate Keifer

President, REston Community Players

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE



CAST

A Delightful Quarantine is set in the present, 
in Willspier, a medium-sized city in central Pennsylvania.

Professor Lucy Fuller..............................................................................Beth Atkins

Barbara Middlebrook.................................................Alexa Yarboro Pettengill

Paula Middlebrook-Clobb...........................................................America Michelle

Kitty Civette.......................................................................................................Nida Syed

Judeen Dempsey......................................................................................Shelby Kaplan

Chester Banderhorn..............................................................................Michael Wong

Bethany Robbins.......................................................................................Rebecca Asch

Clark Wigglin..................................................................................................Josh Keiter

Shirley Wigglin.....................................................................................Charlene Sloan

Roy Robbins...............................................................................................Kevin Dykstra

Jennifer Wigglin.........................................Allie Blanchet (Feb. 25, Mar. 5, 6, 11)

                                                                                  Birdie Thomas (Feb. 26, Mar. 4, 12)  

Diandra Robbins......................................................Jane Keifer (Feb 25, Mar 5,6,11)

                                                                                  Cara Ethington (Feb 26, Mar 4,12)

Sue Stadler...........................................................................................Eileen Marshall

Dean Stadler..................................................................................................Danny Seal

Violet Bassey.............................................................................................Kim Thonrley

Mavis Jemco.........................................................................................................Liz Weber

Tug Goff.........................................................................................................Anthony Pohl

Swings.......................................................................................Ryan Heise, Kate Keifer

Hazmat crew...................................................................................................Anna Mintz,

                                                  Charlotte Mcintosh, David reph, richard durkin 
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PRODUCTION STAFF
Producer....................................................................................Richard durkin
director...........................................................................................Liz Mykietyn
Stage Manager................................................................................. Ryan Heise
Assistant stage manager.......................................Charlotte McIntosh
set designer......................................................... Anna mintz, Liz Mykietyn
master carpenter......................................................................Dan Widerski

set painting.......................................................... Anna Mintz, Liz Mykietyn

Set Dressing.......................................................Alexa Yarboro Pettengill
Lighting Designers.................................Jeff Auerbach, Kimberly CrAGO

Master Electrician....................................................................dAN wIDERSKi
Light Board Operator.............................................................Michael Kwan

Sound Designer/Operator...........................................................

kathy dunlap

Properties Designer.......................................

Liz Shaher

Costume Designer.....................................................................

Alexa Yarboro Pettengill

Projections...................................................................................... Jon Roberts
Music Coach..................................................................................... Beth Atkins
technical directors..................................dan widerski, Sara Birkhead

covid protocol manager................................................................ ian claar
covid compliance officer............................................................. Lisa Leary
marketing/playbill design............................... kate keifer, Ali Althen

Hair and MakeUp Designer..............................................................Kat Brais

Photographer.......................................................................... Heather Regan



CENTER STAGE STAFF
Arts and Events Director.........................................................................Paul Douglas Michnewicz

Technical Director.......................................................................................................Anthony J. Adams

Assistant Technical Directors...................................................Mark Anduss, Camille Petrillo

Box Office Manager......................................................................................................William D. Parker 

Box Office Assistants.......................................Rhia Ovington, Patrick Pacak, Alison Reinfeld

"Jumpin' At The Woodside (Instrumental)" By Count Basie, WC Music Corp. (ASCAP)
 

"I'm Getting Sentimental Over You" By Tommy Dorsey, WC Music Corp. (ASCAP)
 

"These Boots Are Made For Walking" Criterion Music Corp. (ASCAP)
 

"Over the Rainbow, Live"
Pond5 Inc. Performer: Samuel Quinto, Composer: Harold Arlen (ASCAP, BMI)

 

The following music was licensed for use in this production. 
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Beth Atkins (Professor Lucy Fuller, Narrator) last graced the RCP stage as keyboardist for
"Blobby and the Tasty Boy" and in the house band for Peter and the Starcatcher.  She has worked
with MCP, RCP, ESP, and SCT as an actor and music director. And in case you were wondering, an
astrobleme is the circular displacement of consolidated or clastic rock produced by the high
velocity collision of a bolide with a celestial body orbiting a star (or in plain English, an impact
crater caused by a meteorite).

Rebecca Asch (Bethany Robbins) is excited to be returning to the stage after a nine year hiatus!
Previous notable roles include Regan in King Lear (University of California San Diego Players),
Hermia in A Midsummer Night's Dream (UCSD Players), and Rose White in A Shayna Maidel
(Wildfire Theatre). Non-acting theatre credits include Second Flute for Sweeney Todd (Muir
Musical) and Assistant Director for Twelfth Night (Wildfire Theatre). Lots of love to my husband,
parents, friends, and Mish the cat, all whom have been so supportive over the past months.

Allie Blanchet (Jennifer Wigglin, ALIENS Team) is so excited to be doing theater in person again
and making her RCP debut! Previous roles with NS include Alice in Matilda! The Musical,
ensemble member in Emma: A Pop Musical, featured caroller/narrator in A Christmas Carol, and
Kashoggi in We Will Rock You. Outside of acting, Allie enjoys singing, swimming, and playing
soccer and basketball. She’s grateful to RCP for bringing theatre back, and to Mz. Liz for giving
her this opportunity. Allie also wants to thank her parents, vocal coach Sally Imbriano, family,
and friends for their support throughout her acting career. Love you guys!!

Kevin Dykstra (Roy Robbins) was last seen in SSS’s production of Ada and the Engine. His 50+
roles on DC-area stages include multiple characters in Pipeline Playwrights’ How’s That Workin’
Out For Ya?, Exeter and others in Barabbas Theatre’s H5x7: An Adaptation of Shakespeare’s
Henry V, Merrick in City of FTCs The (curious case of the) Watson Intelligence (W.A.T.C.H.
nomination), Voltaire in SSS’s Emilie: La Marquis du Châtelet Defends Her Life Tonight, and
seven characters in Montgomery Playhouse’s Stones in His Pockets (W.A.T.C.H. Award). He has
also understudied at the Shakespeare Theatre Company.

Cara Ethington (Diandra Robbins, ET Team) is currently an 8th grader at Herndon Middle School.
While she has been in other local productions, this is her first performance with RCP! Cara
played the Ugly Duckling in Shrek the Musical at NS, which was her best-loved musical
performance. Puffs (NS) as Xavia Jones/Professor McG/Hermeenie was her favorite play. When
not performing on stage, you can find Cara drawing, singing, and on Discord with her friends.
Sometimes she practices the piano because her parents make her. Sit back and relax, and enjoy
the production of A Delightful Quarantine! :D
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Shelby Kaplan (Judeen Dempsey) is so excited to participate in her first RCP production! Some of
Shelby’s past performances include A Christmas Carol at LTA (Various roles), Head Over Heels
(Philoclea), Anon(ymous) (Calista), Urinetown: The Musical (Tiny Tom), and The Wizard of Oz
(Glinda). Shelby would like to thank the amazing cast and crew for their amazing hard work. She
would also like to thank her family and friends for their constant love and support in all she
does. 

Jane Keifer (Diandra Robbins, ALIENS Team) is excited to return to RCP after performing in The
Musical of Musicals (The Musical!)  (June), Annie (Molly) and Cat on A Hot Tin Roof (Dixie Pollitt).
She was previously seen in Creative Cauldron's world premiere musical The Christmas Angel
(Miranda) and in several productions with NS: Matilda - The Musical (Matilda), The Music Man Jr.
(Amaryllis), A Christmas Carol (Fan), and Shrek The Musical (Dwarf, Blind Mouse). She would like
to give a big thanks to her family, and to her voice coach, Sally Imbriano, for always loving and
supporting her! And to Ms. Liz Mykietyn and everyone else involved in the show! 

Josh Keiter (Clark Wigglin) recently moved to Northern Virginia from the Philadelphia region,
where he had been active in community theatre for the past eight years. He is excited that this is
his first show with RCP. He recently appeared with Good Shepherd Players as David in Company.
Other favorite roles include Mr. Darcy in Pride and Prejudice, Dogberry in Much Ado About
Nothing, Frog in A Year with Frog and Toad, and Mr. Burns in Mr. Burns (sometimes he didn’t play
a title character). He lives in Reston with his spouse Lydia, two cats, and more coffee and books
than they could possibly consume.

Eileen Marshall (Sue Stadler) is honored to be working with the RCP for the first time. You may
have seen her as Donna in The Battle of Bull Run Always Makes Me Cry  with LTA, Hope
Merriweather in It’s a Wonderful Life: Radio Play with PWLT and Kate in Over the River and
Through the Woods with MCP. She has also appeared in the ensemble of Shenandoah with LTA.

America Michelle (Paula Middlebrook-Clobb) is ecstatic to be making her RCP debut in A
Delightful Quarantine! You may recognize them from SP as she was last seen in Catch Me If You
Can, Puffs, and How to Succeed In Business Without Really Trying. They have also performed
with SCT, Encore Stage & Studio, and Glass House Theater. She would not be here today if it were
not for the endless love and support received by friends, family, the cast and crew. She is utterly
grateful to each and every one of you. Go like and follow on FB/IG: @americamichelle19 
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Anthony Pohl (Tug Goff) is thrilled to join RCP for the first time. Previous roles include Nikolay
Kotov in The Social Secretary with SP, Lieutenant Rooney in Arsenic and Old Lace with TAP,
Radar O'Reilly in M*A*S*H, Junior in Dearly Departed, Renfield in Dracula, Gerald Croft in An
Inspector Calls, and additional roles with South City Theatre. For Alan.

Danny Seal (Dean Stadler) is excited to be in his first production with RCP. He last appeared in
productions of The Frenchman (Thomas Jefferson) with Shoestring Theatre Company, Rabbit
Hole (Howie) with FCT, Man of La Mancha (Ensemble) with WT, and The Full Monty (Teddy) with
WT. Danny is excited to have gained a “sister” in Eileen Marshall. Danny also wants to thank his
amazing husband David for all his continued love and support.

Charlene Sloan (Shirley Wigglin) is thrilled to return to RCP after her debut as Madge Geisel in
The Game's Afoot! Previous roles include the Multi-Character Gal in Leaving Iowa (WATCH
nomination), Lynn McCarthy in Red Herring, The Queen in Snow White and the Family Dwarf, and
Chris Gorman in Rumors with PPF. She has also appeared as Sylvie in The Nance (WATCH
nomination), Harriet in Key for Two, and a Bad Idea Bear and Mrs. T in Avenue Q with LTA.. Please
support homeless animals and donate to broadwaybarks.org! Don’t shop, Adopt! 

Nida Syed (Kitty Civette) is tickled pink to be making her RCP debut, stepping into the shoes of
Kitty Civette! She is somewhat of a theater novice, appearing in two productions in middle
school, as Yente in Fiddler on the Roof and the Wicked Witch in The Wizard of Oz, and once at
Virginia Tech as Ms. Donner in Flowers for Algernon.  She is a Salesforce nerd by day and avid
baker by night!

Birdie Thomas (Jennifer Wigglin, ET Team) is in sixth grade and goes to Providence Elementary
School. She is so excited to be part of this show and to be able to perform again in person! Birdie
loves acting, singing, rapping, and Lin Manuel Miranda! (That’s right, Hamilton lovers!) She
hopes this show makes you fall over laughing!

Kim Thornley (Violet Bassey) is a director, choreographer, actor, and dance/drama teaching
artist. She has worked in dinner theatre, community/children's theatre, dance
companies/studios, and performing arts centers. She earned ballet instructor certification from
the Cecchetti Council of America, studied acting at The Theatre Lab, and voiceover techniques
with Such a Voice. Notable productions include Barefoot in the Park - Ethel Banks (MCP), Damn
Yankees - Doris Miller (MCP), Ring Round the Moon - Lady India (RCP), You Can't Take It With You -
Penelope Sycamore (SP) and Hairspray - Prudy Pingleton (Loudoun Centre Theatre).  Much love
always to Karissa.

http://broadwaybarks.org/
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Alexa Yarboro Pettengill (Barbara Middlebrook) is thrilled to be back on one of her favorite
stages. The last time she was here, she was playing the murderously wonderful Aggie Wheeler in
The Game’s Afoot.  Much love to her friends and family and to her household Danny, Corey and
Kyle.

Michael Wong (Chester Banderhorn) is meow-st excited to be making his RCP debut in such a
purr-fect and hiss-terical play. Previous on-stage credits in the DMV include Justin in Southern
Hospitality (ACCT) and Dr. Einstein in Arsenic and Old Lace (TAP). He would like to thank the
claw-some cast and crew for the paws-ibility of paw-ticipating in this fantastic show! Live long
and paws-prer!

Liz Weber (Mavis Jemco) is participating in her first show with RCP. Other area productions
include: Helen in Helen on Wheels (Best Medicine Rep Theatre), and Dotty/Mrs. Clackett in
Noises Off (British Players). WATCH Awards include: Fraulein Schneider in Cabaret,  Berthe in
Pippin, and Jeannette in The Full Monty.  She played the role of Eulalie Shinn in a concert version
of The Music Man at the Kennedy Center with Shirley Jones and Patrick Cassidy. In years past, Liz
and her husband toured nationally in musical theatre productions. She also worked in radio
during which time she hosted Sunday Showtunes on air.
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Ryan Heise (Stage Manager) is ecstatic to be part of the talented Delightful Quarantine crew
and extremely proud to be making his Northern Virginia stage managing debut. He most
recently worked as stage crew for The Social Secretary with SP, and was last seen onstage during
The Game’s Afoot (Swing) with RCP. He wants to thank the incredible cast for their dedication to
this production and boundless energy along the way. He offers Liz his profound gratitude for her
trust and support. He sends all the love in the world to his wife, Samantha. 

Richard Durkin (Producer) is pleased to work on this RCP show that has been a long time in the
making. He produced RCP’s streaming A Walk In The Woods in 2021, was Assistant Producer for
The Game’s Afoot, and produced nine shows with ESP and one show with VTC. He has appeared
onstage with RCP as President Roosevelt in Annie, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Peter and the
Starcatcher, Our Town, Master Class, Xanadu, and The Drowsy Chaperone. He also performed in
ESP’s Medea, Hamlet, The Iceman Cometh, The Violet Hour, Glengarry Glen Ross and 12 ESP
Theatre for Young Audiences shows. He thanks RCP’s Board of Directors and the theatre
community for proving that “the show must go on.”

Jeff Auerbach and Kimberly Crago (Lighting Design) are an award-winning lighting design duo
active at RCP, LTA, ACCT, DS, TAP and other local theaters. Their recent productions include
Bright Star (LTA) and Five Women Wearing the Same Dress (DS). They wish to thank the
producers, cast and crew for this opportunity. Jeff thanks David and Katie for their love and
support. Kimberly thanks Steve for being a real swell guy.

Michael Kwan (Light Board Operator) is delighted to be volunteering behind the scenes at RCP
again. He has worked on the follow spotlight, lighting crew, or running crew on, but not limited
to, RCP's Sunset Boulevard, Les Miserables, Mary Poppins, Rock of Ages, Aida, Totally Modern
Millie, Xanadu, 33 Variations, and Shrek; LTA's Avenue Q, Spamalot, Full Monty, 39 Steps, and at
ESP, PWLT, and VTC. To those I've worked with on past shows for nearly a decade: Thank you to
the lighting and running crews for patiently teaching me, and to the stage managers and
producers for your guidance. To the actors I've followed with the spotlight, it was an honor
dancing with ya. Thank you my theater peeps (crews and casts) for being a bright spot.

Charlotte McIntosh (Assistant Stage Manager) is thrilled to be making her RCP debut with A
Delightful Quarantine. This will also be her first time doing theater outside of an educational
setting. She is so grateful for the opportunity to get back into the theater after nearly five years
away. She wants to thank the incredible cast and crew for their commitment to and care for this
project.
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Anna Mintz  (Set Designer/Scenic Artist) is distantly descended from royalty, but modestly
prefers to keep that tidbit quiet, so many thanks for keeping her little secret. Prior to working on
A Delightful Quarantine, she volunteered with RCP's The Game's Afoot, A Gentleman's Guide to
Love and Murder, and Hairspray. When she is not designing or building sets, or managing a
HazMat crew, Anna enjoys tending to clouders of cats at work and at home.

Liz Mykietyn (Director) is so appreciative to be directing with RCP again. With a lifetime of
theater experience, she’s learned A LOT all over again working on stage during a pandemic
under looming COVID world with this amazingly dedicated production team – we did it! Favorite
show moments include directing The Game's Afoot here, Guys & Dolls and The Wizard of Oz with
SP; all-time favorite role Truvy with both PPF and SP; and winning WATCH Best Director 2004
(PPF’s Rumors). She is immensely appreciative to this cast and crew for working super safely and
with patient flexibility to make this show actually go up. Extra virtual hugs to Anna, Kate,
Richard and Ryan. And much love to Nicolas for being My Quarantine partner. 

Jon Roberts (Special Effects/Projections) is delighted to be involved with A Delightful
Quarantine at RCP. After receiving multiple WATCH nominations and a WATCH award for his
projection work, he is back again having fun. Look for the slide show where we worked with
green-screen technology to produce some of the images and a very special projection at the end
of the show (no I will NOT give it away). The design team is just great to work with. Liz has been
very forgiving of my endless suggestions. My efforts are brought to you by the patience of my
lovely wife, Jessie, who got me into theatre tech as a long term wedding present. Love you dear!

Liz Shaher (Sound Designer) is so excited to be a part of the Delightful Quarantine team. This is
her first production with RCP, and she feels so welcomed by the rest of the cast and crew. She is
so excited to get back into audio for live performances after over two years, and was absolutely
delighted to work on a show that let her use her experience in radio.

Alexa Yarboro Pettengill (Set Dresser and Props) This is Alexa’s first production doing Set
Dressing and Props, but hopefully not her last. She never knew her love for thrifting could be put
to such good use. Most of the furniture was generously donated to the production. If you are
interested in any of the set pieces, please speak with Alexa after the show.



Dearest patrons of the arts, audience, donors, friends, family and strangers alike. To say I appreciate
your attendance today is quite possibly the biggest understatement of my life. To show your
presence here today is an act of kindness to me and to my production team. And to confess that I was
not scared day in and day out to work so hard on a project and not see it go up after hours, days, and
really years with my unbridled passion…well, that my friends would be a lie. For I’ve been so full of
anxiety over the efforts my team and I have made to the point of gastrointestinal distress and many
sleepless nights. No lie.   

I found this title quite by accident roughly 15 years ago. I was simply researching modern comedies
in a big theater catalog and the title caught my eye. I read the synopsis and just had to read more. I
ordered the script. I read it immediately and knew I wanted to direct this unique, endearing treasure
of a comedy. To get someone to support me took over 10 years, and finally the RCP Board of Directors
said, “YES!” With the super positive support of my dear theater friend Kate Keifer, here we are today
bringing this production to life to not only entertain you all; but for a moment in time… for a small
break from the outside chaotic world… for a laugh or a cry with strangers … we join together to bring
you some much needed JOY with "A Delightful Quarantine." 

I thank everyone who has worked on this project near and far, including playwright Mark Dunn. I
thank each actor in their represented bubble of a home on this stage not only for their talent, but
incredible flexibility to work both virtually and in person with fervor and dedication to create very
real people stuck together regardless of where we met. I thank the crew who gave their unbridled
brilliance again virtually and in person when safe to do so and each thinking creatively for the
special options on what we can do with such a unique script, like the slide show or getting 7 houses
on 1 stage. And finally, thanks to the staff members who joined me early on to create and develop our
show before we all even knew what “quarantine” felt like for reals as the globe shut down starting in
2020.

This title seemed much funnier when I first found it. Today, every single earthling knows that a
‘quarantine’ of life is anything but a delight. Rather, it is a test of ourselves and our relationships
through thick and thin, as the saying goes. Now, dearest patrons of the arts, audience, donors,
friends, family, and strangers alike, sit back, relax with your masks on and hand sanitizer at the
ready, and enjoy this masterpiece of honest hope and genuine humanity.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Liz mykietyn, Director



PRODUCER'S NOTES

We would like to thank the students at Herndon Elementary’s SACC program
and their new business, Happy Handmade, for creating and testing the “Jell-O”

used in this show.
 

Thanks to Lumen Technologies Government Solutions, Inc for your support.

SPECIAL THANKS

Someday there might be a play titled “Theatre In A Time of COVID.” For now, we are all living
through exceptionally challenging times and trying to deal with a pandemic as it continues to
unfold around us. Many theatre groups are struggling to bring live theatre to entertainment-
hungry audiences, and to find projects for actors who long to perform. And yet, life goes on as
we become more resilient.

While constrained by tight budgets, limits on in-person attendance in theatre spaces, socially
acceptable distancing, deep cleaning, and uncertainty about when we will get back to a
semblance of normality, RCP nevertheless strives to bring quality entertainment to our
community. We hope that you enjoy our show, and that you can find a way to contribute
generously to the arts. We look forward to seeing you in person someday soon.

richard durkin, producer



LOCAL THEATRE 
REFERENCE GUIDE

ACCT..............................................................................................................Aldersgate Church Community Theatre*

AFYP................................................................................................................................................Acting for Young People

BCP.......................................................................................................................................................Burke Center Players

BCT..............................................................................................................................................Bowie Community Theatre*

CCP........................................................................................................................................................Chevy Chase Players*

CFTC.............................................................................................................................City of Fairfax Theatre Company*

CPA....................................................................................................................................Colonial Players of Annapolis*

CCRT.................................................................................................................................Castaways Repertory Theatre*

DTC..........................................................................................................................................Damascus Theatre Company*

DS........................................................................................................................................................................Dominion StaGE*

ESP..................................................................................................................................................The Elden Street Players

FCT..........................................................................................................................................Fauquier Community Theatre*

GAC......................................................................................................................................................Greenbelt Arts Center*

HBP........................................................................................................................................................Hard Bargain Players*

KAT.................................................................................................................................................Kensington Arts Theatre*

LMP.....................................................................................................................................................Laurel Mill Playhouse*

LTA........................................................................................................................................Little Theatre of Alexandria*

MCP...........................................................................................................................................McLean Community Players*

MET...........................................................................................................................................Maryland Ensemble Theatre

MVCCT....................................................................................................Mount Vernon Community Children’s Theatre

NS.................................................................................................................................................NextStop Theatre Company

PCP...........................................................................................................................................................Port City Playhouse*

PPF.....................................................................................................................................Providence Players of Fairfax*

PTP.......................................................................................................................................................Port Tobacco Players*

PWLT....................................................................................................................................Prince William Little Theatre*

RCP.............................................................................................................................................Reston Community Players*

RLT..................................................................................................................................................Rockville Little Theatre*

RMT............................................................................................................................................Rockville Musical Theatre*

RTP..........................................................................................................................................................Rooftop Productions*

SMP.............................................................................................................................................................St. Mark’s Players*

SCT.............................................................................................................................................................Stagecoach Theatre

SP..............................................................................................................................................................Sterling Playmakers

SSS.............................................................................................................................................................Silver Spring Stage*

TAP......................................................................................................................................................The Arlington Players*

TCP........................................................................................................................................Tantallon Community Players

TFT.......................................................................................................................................Taking Flight Theatre Company

VTC....................................................................................................................................................Vienna Theatre Company

WT...............................................................................................................................................................Workhouse Theatre

*Indicates a member of the washington Area Theatre Community Honors (WATCH)
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Harold McKittrick
Brendan Murray
Michael and Anna Owen
LaurieBeth Puglisi
Gemma Puglisi
Carol Rajk
Martin Reddy
Danielle Schill 
Karen Schlumpf
Bea and Dick Shields
Jon and Pat Simons
G.G. and G.M. Slack
Lynn Sorbara
Estelle Strassler
Jill and Richard Weisman
Jan W. Whiteley
Thomas Withington
Raymond Wolfe
Gregory and Rhonda York

Gertrude Samuel
James and Beverly Seacord
Barbara Schell
Loretta and Tom Shepich Malane
Silver
Richard and Paula Steinmann 
Sarah and David Stephenson 
Mary Jo Szpanka
George Wolter



Your Ad Here 
Consider advertising in a Reston Community Players playbill! 

The rates are reasonable and the reach is remarkable!
 

Email communityrelations@restonplayers.org 
for more information.





Presents

April 22, 23, 29, 30
May 1*, 6, 7, 8*, 2022

Curtain time is 8pm except for May 1 and 8 which are matinees with a 2pm curtain.

At the CenterStage at
Reston Community Center




